
STATE OF WISCONSIN 
DEPARTMENT OF REGULATION & LICENSING SS 
BINGO CONTROL BOARD 

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, GREETINGS: 

I, Robert Hoskins, Executive Secretary of the Bingo Control Board, 

and custodian of the official records of said board, do hereby certify 

that the annexed rules and regulations relating to bingo, were duly 

approved and adopted by this board on June 19, 1974. 

I further certify that said copy has been compared by me with the 

original on file in this board and that the same is a true copy thereof, 

and of the whole of such original. 

* SEAL 

IN TESTIMONY 'ivHEREOF, I have hereunto 
set my hand and affixed the %f~cial, . '- '! 
s~al*ot the department at t5t/rL,';!vtl {1Y!tAo-t 
1:J(}-t'V'I~ in the city of r.ladis(!{n, 
this jf{ day of 7lt!-ve~~ A.D. 
19..1fi.. 



ORDER OF THE BINGO CONTROL BOARD 
ADOPTING, AMENDING OR REPEALING RULES 

Pursuant to authority vested in the Bingo, Control Board by sections 

163.04(3) Wis. Stats., the Bingo Control Board hereby adopts rules as 

follows: 

.Sections Bgo 1.01 to 1.09 of the WISCONSIN ADMINISTRATIVE CODE are 

adopted to read: 

Chapter Bgo 1 

Bingo Cards 

Bgo 1.01 Standard set of bingo cards. A standard set of bingo cards 
consists of at least 3,000 cards numbered in sequence. Each card in a 
set differs from all others with respect to the distribution of playing 
numbers. Any number of cards may be supplied to a licensed organization 
and sold or rented to players at any bingo occasion, provided that all 
cards so supplied or sold or rented are drawn from a standard set of 
bingo cards. 

Bgo 1.02 Area of playing surface on bingo cards. The 25 playing 
spaces on a regular bingo card and an extra regular card shall be con
tained within an area not less than 4 inches square. The 25 playing 
spaces on a special bingo card shall be contained within an area not ' 
less than 3 inches square. 

Bgo 1.03 Code symbol of supplier. Before any bingo card becomes the 
,property of a licensed organization, there shall be printed or otherwise 
permanently marked on it a symbol assigned to the supplier of the card 
by the executive secretary. The symbol need not be marked more than 
once on any grouping of regular cards permitted under section Bgo 1.06. 

Bgo 1.04 Name of licensed organization. On each regular bingo card 
and extra regular card, and on each grouping of regular cards permitted 
under section Bgo 1.06, there shall be printed or otherwise permanently 
marked the name of the licensed organization which owns the card or 
grouping of cards. 

Bgo 1.05 Special bingo cards. Each special bingo card shall be marked 
"SPECIAL BINGO" in a typeface no smaller than IS-point printer's type. 
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Bgo 1.06 Extra regular cards. At any bingo occasion except limited 
period bingo, any player buying or renting an extra regular card is 
entitled·to use such card in all regular games conducted after he buys 
or rents the card. 

Bgo 1.07 Groupings of bingo cards; fees for groupings. Any number of 
bingo cards in a standard set of bingo cards may be printed as a group 
on a single sheet, or may be manufactured in the form of a pad, and may 
be so supplied to a licensed organization and so sold or rented to 
players, provided that: 

(1) No person is obliged to pay more than $1 for admission to any 
bingo occasion; 

(2) Each person admitted to a bingo occasion, other than limited 
period bingo, is furnished with a regular bingo card enabling him to 
play in all regular bingo games conducted at such bingo occasion; 

(3) The fee charged for a grouping of extra regular cards on a single 
sheet does not exceed $1 multiplied by the number of cards so grouped, 
at a bingo occasion other than limited period bingo, or 50¢ multiplied 
by the number of cards so grouped during limited period bingo; 

(4) The fee charged for a grouping of special bingo cards on a single 
sheet or in the form of a pad does not exceed 25¢ multiplied by the 
number of cards so grouped. 

Bgo 1.08 Markers. The shape of a marker used on a regular or extra 
regular bingo card shall be a marker's three dimeDsional quality which 
depends on the relative position of all points composing its outline, 
surface, or physical or spatial form. 

Bgo 1.09 Prohibited advertising matter. No advertising matter shall 
be printed or otherwide marked on any bingo card or grouping of bingo 
cards, except the name, mark or symbol of its manufacturer or printer, 
the code, symbol of its licensed supplier, and the name of the licensed 
organization which owns it. 

Dated: 

\~ ency 
(Signature and title of officer) 

Dated: 
Seal, if any 


